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	A Passion for Mathematics is an educational, entertaining trip through the curiosities of the math world, blending an eclectic mix of history, biography, philosophy, number theory, geometry, probability, huge numbers, and mind-bending problems into a delightfully compelling collection that is sure to please math buffs, students, and experienced mathematicians alike. In each chapter, Clifford Pickover provides factoids, anecdotes, definitions, quotations, and captivating challenges that range from fun, quirky puzzles to insanely difficult problems. Readers will encounter mad mathematicians, strange number sequences, obstinate numbers, curious constants, magic squares, fractal geese, monkeys typing Hamlet, infinity, and much, much more. A Passion for Mathematics will feed readers’ fascination while giving them problem-solving skills a great workout!
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Mastering Jakarta StrutsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
A code-intensive guide to using the Jakarta Struts Framework to build Java Web applications
Developing Web applications with Java became considerably easier with the advent of JavaServer Pages (JSP) and servlets. Unfortunately, when used for large-scale applications, JSPs have been less successful–– they can become bloated with...
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Advanced Data Mining Technologies in BioinformaticsIdea Group Publishing, 2006
The technologies in data mining have been successfully applied to bioinformatics research in the past few years, but more research in this field is necessary. While tremendous progress has been made over the years, many of the fundamental challenges in bioinformatics are still open. Data mining plays an essential role in understanding the emerging...
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Digital Fundamentals (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2002

	For mid-level courses in Digital Electronics, Digital Logic, Computer Fundamentals, and Digital Fundamentals.Reflecting combined experience in the engineering industry and in the classroom, this bestseller provides thorough, up-to-date coverage of digital fundamentals--from basic concepts to microprocessors, programmable logic, and digital...
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The Audio Expert: Everything You Need to Know About AudioFocal Press, 2012

	Gain a deep understanding of audio practice and theory with this easy-to-read book, illustrated with more than 400 figures and photographs. Using common sense, plain-English explanations and minimal math, author Ethan Winer helps you understand audio at the deepest, most technical level—no engineering degree necessary.
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Reliability Modeling, Analysis And OptimizationWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006

	As our modern information-age society grows in complexity both in terms of embedded systems and applications, the problems and challenges in reliability become ever more complex. Bringing together many of the leading experts in the field, this volume presents a broad picture of current research on system modeling and optimization in...
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Integrated Information Management: Applying Successful Industrial Concepts in IT (Business Engineering)Springer, 2006
This book addresses the current challenges facing information management (IM) and presents practical solution propositions. It is divided into three parts. The first section describes six current trends and challenges to IM. The second section introduces a comprehensive model of integrated information management (IIM), which represents an answer to...
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